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Extended abstract

Human infants learn to interpret the external world
remarkably well, and with little direct supervision
or pre-training. As an example, consider first lan-
guage acquisition. Infants with no prior knowledge
of the meaning of words or the syntactic rules of
the language learn to speak and understand natural
languages from scratch. Some supervision might
be provided from other modalities (e.g., vision),
but at the beginning of the learning process, these
modalities are untrained as well, and cannot pro-
vide supervision (e.g., an infant presented with an
apple while hearing the word “apple” cannot iden-
tify that the referred object is indeed the apple;
from her point of view, it might as well be the face
or hand of the person holding the apple).

Clearly, after knowledge of language process-
ing has been acquired, visual processing becomes
much easier, and vice versa. However, at the begin-
ning of the learning process, the infant is unable
to process neither of the modalities. Thus, the in-
fant needs to bootstrap both types of processing
together.

Models of bootstrapping in early language acqui-
sition have been studied extensively from a cog-
nitive point of view, particularly in the context
of bootstrapping of syntax rules with the seman-
tic meaning of words (Desai, 2002; Alishahi and
Stevenson, 2008; Frank et al., 2009; Maurits et al.,
2009; Alishahi and Stevenson, 2010; Kwiatkowski
et al., 2012; Alishahi and Chrupala, 2012; Abend
et al., 2017; Nikolaus and Fourtassi, 2021). How-
ever, according to some psychological studies of
early language acquisition, learning complex syn-
tax rules might be an advanced stage of language
acquisition, the first stage being the identification
of nouns in a sentence, since nouns can be acquired
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efficiently in the absence of structural knowledge
(Fisher et al., 1994).

These findings make the language-vision boot-
strapping theory even more appealing; the visual
modality presents entities that are, by definition,
concrete. Words representing concrete entities are
mostly nouns; In the concreteness dataset built by
Brysbaert et al. (Brysbaert et al., 2013), in which
human annotators rated the concreteness of words
on a scale of 1 to 5, 85.6% of the words with an av-
erage concreteness rating above 4 are nouns. There-
fore, in line with the above studies, a model that
learns from visual-textual data will first acquire
concrete words, which are mostly nouns. Moreover,
empirical data show that infants’ first words are
words that represent concrete entities. According
to Wordbank (Frank et al., 2016), a large database
of infants’ word usage, the most frequent words ut-
tered by 16-month-old English-speaking infants are
“mommy”, “daddy”, “ball”, “dog”, “baby”, “book”,
“banana”, “shoe”, “bird”, “duck” – all are words
that represent concrete objects.

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in
multi-modal bootstrapping models from a computa-
tional point of view, especially in the deep learning
community. The main line of work is multi-modal
semi-supervised models. In these studies, the input
patterns are pairs of samples from different modal-
ities (usually image, text pairs), with the sole su-
pervision being the fact that these samples describe
the same thing (e.g., a picture of a dog playing
with a Frisbee and the caption “A photo of a dog
playing with a Frisbee”). This framework loosely
resembles the framework of infants language acqui-
sition, where the child is exposed to directed speech
that describes the scene which she is experiencing
through different modalities (e.g., vision). Most
studies (Vong and Lake, 2021; Joy et al., 2021;
Radford et al., 2021; Nikolaus and Fourtassi, 2021)
map both modalities to an unconstrained linear sub-



space (Rn) and the meaning of individual words
is ignored, as the main downstream task is classi-
fication of unseen images (unlike human infants,
who first learn basic words and use them as build-
ing blocks to learn more complex structures, see
(Fisher et al., 1994)). In addition, these studies as-
sume a pre-trained visual model, usually trained on
the ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009) – an un-
realistic assumption in child language acquisition,
since the supervision in the ImageNet dataset con-
tains semantic categorization information to which
the infant is not exposed.

In this study, we present a language-vision boot-
strapping algorithm, that learns to identify con-
crete words and localize visual objects, without
pre-training and without any supervision except the
matching of image-caption pairs. Unlike previous
cognitive studies (Maurits et al., 2009; Abend et al.,
2017; Nikolaus and Fourtassi, 2021), we use natu-
ralistic data with a large vocabulary (over 10,000
words). Moreover, our model is more realistic than
recent computational models: first, we constrain
the shared, latent space to a binary space ({0, 1}n),
which forces clustering of image/text into concep-
tual classes. Forcing the model to cluster inputs
is a desirable feature, since clustering objects into
semantic classes allows infants to generalize well.
For example, after learning the semantic class dog,
when a new dog is encountered, it will be clustered
into this semantic class, allowing the infant to la-
bel this unseen animal as a dog. Second, we map
each word (rather than the entire sentence) to the
shared space and only later aggregate the mappings
into a single representation of the entire sentence,
allowing the model to share the single-word learn-
ing mechanism of human infants. Third, we use a
visual model that was not trained on any labelled
data, thereby excluding assumptions that are un-
likely to be realized in infant language acquisition.
The meaning and concreteness of words is learned
in the process, enabling the most elementary syn-
tactic task: identifying concrete words that will be
marked as “nouns” by the child.

Experiments on the MSCOCO dataset (Lin et al.,
2014) show that our model learns to identify con-
crete words even though it does not use concrete-
ness supervision or any pre-trained models. Fur-
thermore, the use of CAM (class activation map-
ping (Zhou et al., 2016)) allows us to analyze the
visual knowledge acquired by our model and use
it to localize objects (see figure 1). Note that not

Figure 1: Examples of our model’s object localization
capabilities. Using the CAM technique from (Zhou
et al., 2016), pixels with high class activation values are
highlighted, creating the object localization heatmap

only no localization supervision is given, but also
no supervision is given regarding to which types,
or even how many objects, are in the image.

In future work we hope to expand our approach,
using this basic task as a building block and tar-
get the acquisition of more complex syntax and
semantics.
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